All channels are not
created equally:
Designing a global
channel strategy to
accelerate growth

Introduction
With the global retail market expecting to grow 4.9 percent per
year through 2020 and the United States anticipating a 0.15
percent decline per year over the same period,1 it is safe to say
that global expansion is an enticing growth vehicle. However,
with the unprecedented level of disruption washing over the retail
industry, both domestically and abroad, designing the optimal
growth strategy has become increasingly challenging for retailers.
While in the long run an omnichannel approach is likely imperative to success in any market, the appropriate channel strategy
for market entry and growth is a more nuanced question. Is digital the new black when it comes to expansion channels? How
important are physical stores to brand building? How will consumers be shopping a year from now? Five years from now?
How can I act now, but design for the future? These questions are complex, and their answers vary by market, by retailer, and
by when they are asked. In a world of hyper-disruption, today’s answer may not apply tomorrow. For that reason, we have
developed a framework to help retailers evaluate channel strategy options, by market, at a given point in time, ultimately
seeking to clarify one of the biggest growth questions retailers are facing today–should I prioritize brick and mortar expansion,
digital expansion, or do I need to bet big on both?
Evaluating new entry options
For retailers expanding into global markets over the last decade, the default strategy has often been to enter and grow primarily
through brick and mortar stores, then follow with digital. However, retail has evolved. Global ecommerce is expected to reach
$456 billion in 20162 and grow by an average of 12.8% per year from 2016 to 2020.3 Key emerging ecommerce regions
such as Asia Pacific and Latin America are expected to drive this boom, growing at a double digit CAGR through 2020.4 This
evolution has fed the need for retailers to reevaluate their entry and growth strategies. As such, we have started to observe a
shift from the traditional brick and mortar first approach to digital first or brick + click approaches. Before weighing which of
these approaches is optimal, let’s take a closer look at them all:
Brick and mortar first
A brick and mortar first approach is defined as entering a market with a physical presence via different methods of entry
including wholesale and distribution, licensing, franchising, joint venture or owned stores. In this approach, expanding with
digital is not part of the initial entry plan, but rather added after initial brand and demand building efforts take hold as part
of an expansion plan. Key benefits of this strategy are flexibility in approaches with varying risk and return profiles, ability to
tangibly market your brand through stores, and access to the full brick and mortar market, in which demand continues to vastly
exceed the ecommerce market around the globe. Some of the key challenges of entering with this approach include sustaining
a capital-intensive business, speed to enter, identifying the right partner or store location, building a supply chain network, and
conforming to local regulations. Although this is the most common entry option, it is also not always successful and can result
in hefty exiting costs if not planned and executed properly.
One example of a company using traditional brick and mortar entry is a specialty apparel retailer, who entered Mexico with an
owned store model.5 Despite consistent year-over-year growth in the store footprint they have not made the move to expand to
ecommerce operations to date. This is consistent with historic strategy of entering and growing through brick and mortar and
waiting several years before expanding to digital, a strategy which they have employed in parts of Europe and North America.
Digital first
A digital first approach is defined as entering and growing in a market via digital channels, later adding a physical presence. This
approach enables companies to enter new markets quickly and cost effectively, avoiding challenges within the local real estate
market, which is often opaque and burdened with political and economic challenges. Digital also allows entrants to test the
waters, build a brand virtually and gain valuable insights to inform more costly, physical expansion in the market. Additionally,
entering with this method provides the opportunity to develop a foundation for a strong, seamless omnichannel approach over
time that satisfies a range of customer needs. The challenges of entering with a digital approach include: difficulty building
brand recognition and driving ongoing marketing, needing to partner with third-party logistics vendors, and having limited
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flexibility for customers who may want to physically see the products and use in-store pickup or returns for an easy and
convenient shopping experience.
A multi-brand specialty retailer has used digital entry in recent years in Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and Canada,
launching through market-specific websites.6 In markets with high ecommerce traffic, a brick and mortar presence was
subsequently launched. The company has continued to expand upon this strategy over the last three years, employing it in
additional regions and for additional brands while quadrupling international sales in the process.7
Brick + click
A brick + click approach is defined as entering or growing in a market with both a physical and digital presence in
close proximity. It is an enticing option as it is the first step towards the optimal omnichannel end-state. As consumer
preferences and expectations become increasingly omnichannel in nature, a true brick + click presence empowers retailers
with a competitive advantage in attracting and retaining customers. Maintaining a physical and digital presence also
provides flexibility around common logistical issues such as inventory, shipping, and fulfillment. However, the intensive
capital requirements, speed to entry, organizational complexity, and risk make it an option that may not be realistic or
appealing for all retailers.
One multi-brand specialty retailer has leveraged a brick + click strategy in Asia-Pacific over recent years. This retailer
initially entered the region with brick and mortar stores then launched a dedicated online store immediately thereafter.8
In subsequent years, they continued use of this strategy for additional brands, growing both brick and mortar and digital
presence in tandem.9
Deloitte’s Global Channel Opportunity Framework
While retailers can successfully enter and grow in international markets with all three of the strategies discussed, designing
the optimal strategy requires understanding the digital potential and brick & mortar potential of each market, as well
as how this potential is evolving over time. Deloitte has created a Global Channel Opportunity Framework that takes
into account both digital and brick and mortar market factors to provide a perspective about potential entry and growth
strategies in specific markets. While a helpful tool to inform this decision, the framework is only one piece of the puzzle
and is not “one size fits all.” Retailers must analyze and understand their company’s business model, capabilities, priorities
and preferences before finalizing channel strategy decisions, a process that we will discuss further later in this perspective.
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Inputs: The Global Channel Opportunity Framework evaluates each market’s digital readiness, digital growth, brick
and mortar readiness, and brick and mortar growth data points:

Mobile subscriptions
growth, broadband
subscriptions growth,
internet subscriptions
growth, digital sales growth

Digital
growth

Digital
readiness

Brick and mortar
stores growth
Brick and mortar
sales growth

Brick and
mortar growth

Online subscriptions per
capita, digital sales, digital
purchasing penetration,
digital sales/total retail
sales, infrastructure
readiness, digital retailer
presence

Brick and
mortar
readiness

Brick and mortar stores
per capita, brick and
mortar sales per square
foot, brick and mortar
sales, average real
estate rent cost, market
intensity/fragmentation

Deloitte’s Global Channel Opportunity Framework input sources: Planet Retail, EIU, eMarketer, Deloitte analysis

Methodology: For initial evaluation, the framework focuses on 17 countries: US, Brazil, Mexico, UK, France, Italy,
Germany, Netherlands, Russia, India, China, Japan, Australia, Canada, South Korea, Argentina, and Indonesia. Market
selections were made to test the framework’s viability across disparate continental locations (i.e., Americas, Pacific, EMEA)
and market maturities, as well as to address the markets of high interest to retailers expanding internationally today. The
framework also focuses on specialty, department, and big box retail, excluding grocery, but can be customized for any
retail sector.
Each of the input factors is weighted to develop overarching digital growth, digital readiness, brick and mortar growth,
and brick and mortar readiness scores, as plotted below.
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Deloitte’s Global Channel Opportunity Framework sources: Planet Retail, EIU, eMarketer, Deloitte analysis

These scores help illustrate the tradeoffs between growth and readiness and some of the optimal markets for a
pre-defined digital or brick and mortar entry strategy. However, to better understand the attractiveness of digital, brick
and mortar, or brick + click expansion strategies relative to one another, thus informing a decision on how to enter a
pre-selected market, we need to go a step further.
To do so, we weight the digital growth, digital readiness, brick and mortar growth, and brick and mortar readiness scores
to develop a master “Prime for Digital Expansion” and “Prime for Brick and Mortar Expansion” score. In so doing, we
place greater emphasis on different factors by channel–for digital, weighting readiness higher than growth, and for brick
and mortar, weighting growth higher than readiness. This methodology is designed to emphasize the “difference makers,”
i.e., with digital growth outpacing brick and mortar growth handily, the question of whether to enter with digital today
is more influenced by the digital readiness of the market. Conversely, with more uniformity across markets in brick and
mortar readiness, the question of whether to enter with brick and mortar is more influenced by whether growth in that
sector remains.
Output – Global Channel Opportunity Framework: Plotting the resulting “Prime for Digital Expansion” and “Prime for
Brick and Mortar Expansion” scores on a Global Channel Opportunity Framework depicts each market’s viability for
entry and growth through brick and mortar, digital, or brick + click. The farther away from the origin of the graph, the
higher a country scored within a given strategy, i.e., the higher the attractiveness of this strategy for a given market over
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another that is plotted closer to the origin. While markets closest to the origin have lower overall growth and readiness
scores than markets farther from the origin, interpreting the framework as a market attractiveness index is not advisable as
the weighting is designed to tease out optimal entry channels rather than market attractiveness.

Global Channel Opportunity Framework
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Deloitte’s global channel opportunity framework sources: Planet Retail, EIU, eMarketer, Deloitte analysis

Insights
Digital is not the new black… yet: While digital is an enticing growth vehicle, many emerging markets with low digital
maturity have not yet reached a tipping point where it can be relied on as the primary growth vehicle. In these markets,
including Argentina, Indonesia, India, Mexico, Brazil, and Russia, establishing a stronghold and achieving growth will likely
continue to be driven by brick and mortar stores in the near-term. For example, in India, while growth in ecommerce,
internet, broadband, and mobile all outpace growth in other emerging markets such as China, Mexico and Brazil, the level
of digital development is still extremely low. Ecommerce represents 0.7 percent of total retail sales,10 less than a quarter
of internet users shop online,11 online subscriptions per capita are over 30 percent lower than the next closest market
evaluated,12 and distribution infrastructure remains under-developed. Conversely, brick and mortar sales continue to grow
15 percent faster than any other market evaluated at an average of 62.5 percent annually.13 For all of these reasons, we
expect to continue to see brick and mortar driven entry and growth in India over the coming one to two years.
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But, digital is the entry method of the future: Markets that are skewing towards digital expansion–Germany, Australia,
Canada, France, and Netherlands–have several things in common, including flat or negative brick and mortar retail sales
growth,14 store count growth under 6 percent,15 high real estate costs,16 ecommerce at 4 percent or more of total retail
sales,17 and continued digital growth of 7-15 percent or more annually.18 In these market conditions, we expect retailers
to reduce focus on brick and mortar to the minimum requisite flagships to drive brand building and ongoing marketing
efforts and instead invest heavily in digital as a growth vehicle. As developing markets move closer to a digital tipping
point, we expect to see a shift to this approach in an increasing number of markets each year.
China is not just any emerging market: As compared to its emerging market counterparts, China scores much higher
on key digital readiness factors including percentage of ecommerce of the total retail market (10.1 percent)19 and
percentage of internet users buying online (55.2 percent).20 Paired with continuing strong ecommerce growth (26.9
percent)21 and growth in mobile, broadband, and internet subscriptions (7-8 percent annually),22 China is much closer
to the digital tipping point than other large and developing markets. However, strong size and growth of the brick and
mortar market also create a compelling argument for a brick + click approach.
Brick + click is a challenge, but there are markets prime for building this muscle: One of the dominant downsides to
brick + click expansion is the sheer complexity it entails for retailers that in large part continue to be organized by channel.
However, building this omnichannel expansion muscle will likely become critical in the future as single-channel shopping
likely becomes obsolete. In addition to China, there are a few key markets prime for brick + click expansion, including the
UK, US, Japan, and South Korea. For these markets, we expect to see retailers increasingly using a brick + click approach
to both position themselves for near-term in-market success and fine-tune the approach for future use elsewhere. Each
of these markets has a high level of digital readiness: strong distribution infrastructure, more than 70 percent of internet
users who shop online,23 and 5-15 percent ecommerce penetration to total retail sales.24 These markets also have strong
ecommerce growth of at least 10 percent annually.25 While these are positive indicators of digital expansion potential,
brick and mortar indicators point to physical presence continuing to play an important role: positive brick and mortar sales
growth, high level of stores per capita and continued growth in store count. In conjunction, these factors indicate that a
true simultaneous entry and growth strategy may be worth the accompanying cost, risk, speed and complexity challenges.
Strategic considerations
In parallel with the Global Channel Opportunity Framework, it is critical to consider your organization’s business
model, capabilities and preferences. The framework is only one piece of the puzzle and is not “one size fits all”–these
organization-specific factors may heavily influence the optimal approach.
Brand: How strong is brand awareness in target markets? Is go-to-market strategy contingent on
re-defining brand? To what extent is the brand identity driven by digital and/or in-store experience?
Business Priorities: Where do global expansion and omnichannel investments sit within company
growth priorities?
Competitive Set: Are brands in your space emphasizing one channel more heavily in your target
markets? Is there white space in the market that may set you apart?
Market Expertise: To what extent is market expertise an advantage or disadvantage for your
company in each of its target markets?
Operating Model: How mature are the brick and mortar and digital areas of your business? To what
extent are digital and in-store operations managed separately in your business, for both the domestic
market and international markets? In international markets, have cost, speed, risk, control, or other
preferences led you to consider partnership models (e.g. joint venture, franchising, licensing)?
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Financial: What is your access to and cost of capital? What are your risk and control preferences?
What is your required payback period? What are your financial objectives and measures of success
for international, ecommerce, and specific regions and markets?
Technology: Are key existing systems integrated across channels or distinct? Does your digital
infrastructure support global capabilities? How advanced are the digital ecosystem elements that
are most critical for the target market and channel strategy you are considering (e.g. payments,
website, security)?
Supply Chain: Are your current sourcing, production, and fulfillment operations global? Are they
integrated across channels? Is this an area in which your organization excels?

Depending on the answers to these questions, optimal channel strategy may shift–for example, if brand awareness is already
strong and there is no need to re-brand for the market, digital entry may be a good fit despite market conditions that indicate
strong brick and mortar potential. If current operations are already global, omnichannel, and you count supply chain amongst
your strengths, omnichannel expansion may be a more viable option for you than competitors. Conversely, if existing global
operations are more substantive for either your brick and mortar or digital channels, leading with the channel best supported
by your current global operations, while continuing to build for the future, may be more attractive. If you possess resources
with intimate market knowledge and experience, a more cost-intensive and higher risk approach may make sense, such as
brick + click, as your market knowledge sets you apart from others seeking to enter and grow in the market. Alternatively,
if international is not a top business priority yet, but more of an exploration vehicle for the future, a low-cost, less resource
intensive model may make more sense than the model otherwise indicates. If quick payback is a focus, cost of capital is high,
or risk aversion is high, digital may be an attractive option, whereas if long-term market share is the objective, brick + click
may be more attractive despite the high cost and length of time to implement. These factors are complex, intertwined and
inherently distinct by organization, but taking the time to evaluate them thoroughly is a critical step in designing a global
channel strategy well-suited for your organization.
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Conclusion
Global appears to be the next frontier for retail, and while market entry carries inherent risk, it’s a muscle retailers must
build to compete in the future. An understanding of the factors that prime a market for digital, brick and mortar or brick
+ click growth can help reduce the opacity of one of the biggest global growth questions plaguing retailers today–which
channel(s) should I bet on in which markets? Although brick and mortar has been the global growth vehicle of choice
for decades, changes in the digital landscape have eroded the long-term viability of this strategy and created new
options in its stead, including digital and brick + click fueled growth. However, not all channel opportunities are created
equally–different growth and maturity levels make digitally driven expansion to India or Indonesia a much different
prospect than to Germany, Argentina, South Korea, or the UK. For markets that have reached a certain digital tipping
point, digital-first or brick + click, with a focus on a few brand building flagships, is shaping up to be the dominant
strategy of the future. However, for emerging markets where digital maturity is still quite low, including India, Indonesia,
Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, and Russia, brick and mortar is a more prudent expansion channel for the near-term.
Deloitte’s Global Channel Opportunity Framework can help identify whether markets are prime for brick and mortar,
digital, or brick + click expansion and coupled with evaluation of company business model, capabilities and preferences,
equip retailers to design an informed global channel strategy. Sustained growth is simply not available domestically–
global appears to be the future, and those who decode market entry will be its victors.
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